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Press Release 110

HFDAG - Hanwell Fields Development Action Group

The Cherwell District Council numbers - again!

The unresolved numbers issue, stop the rot

HFDAG members held a meeting with Cherwell District Council on Saturday (6th October 
2012). When presenting our opinions of the proposed new Local Plan 2012 which is 
currently out for consolation, several fundamental issues were shown to be wrong about 
the numbers, and site choices, in the CDC Local Plan 2012. Let us review the facts again:

1. The CDC has a single target to build 13400 houses in Cherwell by 2026, now extended 
out to a 25 year plan for 16750 houses by 2031. This is a number originally mandated by 
the Regional Spacial Strategy and South East Plan of the previous government.

2. CDC  are proposing a fixed 25 year plan out to the year 2031. Whereas the new 
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) requires an evidence based market demand 
forecast to decide five, 6-11 & 11-15 year plans, on an annual rolling basis. With no fixed 
long term target required.

3. The NPPF also says that when calculating the availability of deliverable sites, sites that 
already have approval and forecastable windfall numbers must be used, before deciding if 
any new sites are put forward for approval.

Wrong assumptions

CDC claim, with long legalistic arguments, that the SE Plan is still operational and valid. 
The government says no. This is an on-going political bags of worms that urgently needs 
to be resolved and has been a feature of along acrimonious argument between Sir Tony 
Baldry MP on behalf of the Government and Sue Smith the Chief Executive of CDC (5 
year Housing Supply - briefing note August 2012).

CDC's incorrectly  assumes a single target for the total number of houses to be 
constructed by 2031 in Cherwell of 16750 houses, with a current target for Banbury of 
4100 houses announced at our meeting on the 6th October 2012 (reduced successively 
from 4800, to 4235 in previous iterations of the Plan). This gives annual figures of 
16750/25years = 670/yr for Cherwell, or 4100/25 = 164/yr for Banbury.
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Calculation of Housing Land Supply from Deliverable Sites

CDC currently calculate a housing need for 20 years of 13400 (see the latest Housing 
Land Supply Update August 2012) shown below. The Banbury figures have been added 
based on the latest CDC 25 year plan of 4100, or equivalent to 3280 in 20 years.

Cherwell Banbury
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Plan 13400 3280 2006-26, 20 year
Completions 2542 1240 2006-11
Remaining 10858 2040 2012-26
Annualised 724 136 per year in next 15 years
5 years 3620 680
Deliverable 5yr 2023 1092 Banbury Bankside 1 approved

Shortfall 5yr 1597 (412) Banbury is a surplus!
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The future for Banbury

Using CDC's own method of calculating "shortfalls" (above) it is clear that Banbury has 
sufficient approved sites (Bankside 1) to more than cover its 5 year need. CDC has not 
made any calculation of the NPPF requirement for years 6-11 and 11-15, but this can be 
extrapolated as another 680 (6-11) and 680 (11-15).

CDC have next in the pipeline the well developed Canalside site which will provide 1050 
houses, so the overall availability in years 6-11 is:

Banbury 6-11
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Plan 5yr 680
Annualised 136 per year
Deliverable 1462 Bankside surplus + Canalside - Plan

Shortfall (782) A surplus!
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

And for years 11-15:

Banbury 11-15
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Plan 5yr 680
Annualised 136 per year
Deliverable 782 6-11 shortfall/surplus

Shortfall (102) Still a surplus!
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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No new sites are needed

From the figures above the conclusion is that NO new sites beyond Bankside 1 and 
Canalside are needed in any Banbury Plan to cover the NPPF requirement of a 15 year 
plan.

What CDC need to do is

* Resolve the SE plan issue - is it still valid or not? This is to be determined by the 
government. Assuming this is the case, then CDC must then abandon it.

* Abandon the long 25 year plan out to 2031 and make a correct 5 year, year 6-11 and 
year 11-15 plan as required by NPPF.

* Remove all current sites other than Bankside 1 and Canalside from the Local Plan and 
Map. That is specifically:

Banbury site Houses proposed
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
West Bretch Hill 400
North Hanwell 400
Southam Road (E&W) 800
Bankside 2 400
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

HFDAG members feel strongly about this and have expressed there dissatisfaction with 
the persistent naming of these sites and inclusion on the Banbury Map in both the Local 
Plan 2012 and the proposed Banbury Master Plan now in development. These sites all 
represent a march of unwanted urban sprawl across green, agricultural land so import to 
the setting of Banbury.

Arguments

The CDC analysis of the way sites are chosen and the numbers to include in the 5 year 
plan is complicated, reading the "5 Year Briefing Note August 2012" tries to exploit a 
loophole in the NPPF. This says that although a site is approved, only the number of 
houses that can be expected to be built can be included as deliverable. For Banbury 
Bankside this forecast of expected house builds varies from 50 in the Annual Monitoring 
Report Dec 2011, to 275 in the Briefing Note (a game of 'think of a number'). But because 
of this CDC believe they are justified in nominating many other sites around Banbury.

This is a ridiculous argument as the number of houses that get built is not dependant on 
the number of sites named, but the number of buyers for those houses, and the number 
the builders are willing to build. This is turn is fixed by the finance available, and everyone 
knows the difficulty of obtaining a mortgage and affording high house prices to day.

Which is why the Government has made a big affort to offer huge amounts of money to get 
the market moving. 

Unfortunately CDC has no published plan to take advantage of the Government's offers 
and they are stuck with the dilemma of a too big plan, a too small number of buyers with 
money to buy, a too small offer of houses which builders are able to finance. Resulting in  
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the shameful and totally unnecessary naming of sites for over 2000 houses round 
Banbury. The result of which will not be more houses built, but a developer land grab to 
acquire land and sit on their assets waiting for the value to go up. Pure speculation at our 
community's expense.

This must be stopped.
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